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tJJ Since Ravenstein published his paper on the Laws of Migration in 1885,
it has been widely assumed that small towns gain population from their
immediate hinterlands, mad send, in turn, migrants to the larger town
in whose hinterland they are located (Ravenstein, 1885, p.199). The
development of central place theory further encouraged the acceptance
of an analogous concept of urbanisation, which assumes a succession o
migratory movements which correspond to levels of an urban hierachy.
"There exists ....,... a phenomenon of rural exodus even at commune
level, characterised by a drift of population from the Purely agricul-
tural hamlets towards the administrative centre it is like a
replica in miniature of the movement within the département towards
Poitiers and within France as a whole (Pitie, 1957, p.496, arthor's
translation). as in central place theory, the migration fields at
successively higher levels of the urban hierachy become successively
greater. If this is the case, then settlements at the lowest levels of
the urban hierachy will gain migrants predominantly from their immediate
vicinity.

In Norway urbanisation began later than in many other parts of western
Europe, but it,has proceeded quite rapidly in this century. Proportion-
ally, though nqt in absolute terms, the greatest growth in recent
decades has beth at the lower levels of t..3 urban hierachy, and this
has been considered as constituting the completion of the system of.
central placesAn areas where it was previously weakly developed
(Myklebost, 1974, p.146).

It is hardly surprising therefore, that the movements underlying this
development ale widely accepted as following a hierachical pattern.
Migration is ahsumed to consist of two main types of movement:
"a) a concentration to small and medium-sized urban settlements and

central places where the commune or district comprises the most
important migration field

"b) a concentration to the larger urban regions where a region or the
whole country is the migration field" (Communal- og arbeidsdepar

ementet, 1967, p.8, author's translation). A. few years later, in a I.

40 policy document on a regional plan for North Norway, it was stated
44 "Most of the considerable migratory movements in the post-war period
tr. have taken place within the region, from areas of,dispersed settlement
C) to local villages, which in turn have a net migration loss to regional
Q centres and large towns" (Kommunal- og arbeidsdepartementet, 1973, p.14,
Id author's translation).

Chit Policies for promoting the growth of existing small central places have
been justified on the grounds that movements of this kind were already
taking place where central places exiJted, and that tiwrefore villages
and small towns constituted an intervening opportunity for migrants.
Such places made it possible to move from rural areas to the better 2
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employment possibilities and service provision of a small town without
having to move to an unknown area, and this was felt to be desirable.
Thuslin the proposed regional plan for North Norway, the idea of the
creation of "base areas" was put forward. These were "to be regarded
as araas of in-migration where people from the remotest areas can find
a new and satisfying existence and where highly educated people, irres-
pective of where they are from in the country, can find challenge_and
contentment" (Liljöverndepartementet, 1972, n.20, author's translation).
It is clear from the remainder of the text that it is the first objective
which is considered the more important. Not least, such places are to
function as alternative to the major-towns as migration.destinations
(1tyklebost, 1974, p.149). Similar proposals have been put forward in
a number of countries experiencing high levels of migration from the
countryside which goes predominantly to.the largest cities.

However, policies of creatirig new urban settlements, or promoting the
growth.,of existing ones, have also been initiated with quite different
aims. ,The'British new town's and expanded towns provide an example.
Here the aim was generally to attract people from existing largi cities
and,conurbations, poosibly at some distance from the new or expandad
town. Thus in a study of in-migration'to a new town in-a rural area
with a declining population, Newtown in Mid-Walest.antopinion visb
.expressed which was the 'complete opposite of that widely held in Norway,
"kovement frourrelatively distant locations is clearly the desirable
form of in-migration". The reason for this is 'that "it helps to swell
the local labour force without at the same time withdrawing labour from
other demographically vulnerable parts of Mid-Wales". And there was

'indeed a considerable degree of success in attracting in-migrants from
places some distance away (Jones, 1974, p.21).

In the light of these conflicting views, it is pertinent to.ask whether
a village or small town in a rural area does indeed function as an
intervening opportunity for the area's rural inhabitants. Recruitment
of migrants to Newtown from a wide area might have been due to the
promotional activity associated with the establishment of new towns,
therefore the findings in that particular case do not necessarily
invalidate the assumptions underlying Norwegian policy.

Existing evidence of migration from rural areas to the local central
place is sparse and the conclusions which can be drawn from it are
limited by the nature of the available data. Several writers have foll-
owed Ravenstein and used birthplace data (e.g. Harvey and Biddell(1975)
in Sierra Leone). However, this shows only where an individual lives
at an arbitrary point in:time, as compared with his or her birthplace,
and tells nothing about the nature of-moves in the intervening period.
Data from migration registrationt-in countries where this is obligatory,
is generally limited to administrative units too large to allow purely
local.movement to be incluied. Probably the best data of this type is
the Swedish data at parish level; there are commonly.several parishes
within a commune, With this data HAgerstrand showed that within a
predominantly rural comrune in south-west Sweden there was indeed a
tendency to move within it to the two station villages from the other
areas. However this local movement was exteeded by net loss due to
migration to other communes from all the parishes, and even in areas
with a net internal gain, this gain was not sufficient to compensate
for the total migration loss (HAgerstrand, 1957, pp.67,68).

In Norway, where migration registrations are limited to movements
4.1between communes, assumptions about lotal movement have been derived

'from observed changes in population distribution. Uithin communes
agglomerated settlemeits have grown, while areas of dispersed settlement

. ,
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have, on the whole, experienced a fall in population. This has been
taken to reflect a movement from the latter to the former (see e.g.
Berg, 1965, p.106).- The one source of data on migration not limited to
movements over commune boundaries, the (unpublished) records of govern-
ment assisted migration from exposed coastal areas, shows,that movements
under this scheme took place for the most part within communes. However
the numbers involved are so small, -only about 630 households in twenty
years (Komulunal- og arbeidsdepartementet, 1973, p.48) compared with
over 150,000 registered migrants 2gr ygm during the same year, and
their circumstances are so atypical, that this evidence Cannot be taken
as an indication of a more general tendency to move within Communes.

21a..9421_1194i211

To test the assumptions about local movement, migration over a period
of twenty years in three neighbouring, but contrasting, communes in
North Norway was examined. At the beginning of the period this part
of the country was among those with the lowest levels of urban popul-
ation. It could therefore be considered as an example of an area where
one might expect'a central place network to be still developing. Of 1)
the four settlements classified as agglomerations for census purposes
by 1970, only one would have qualified in 1920, two more by 1946 ahd
the fourth only fulfilled the requirements in 1970 (tyklebost, 1960,
p.327 and Ontral Bureau of Statistics, 1973,p.22). Three of the
settlements, all of which had some central place functions, had approx.
imately doubled in size over the twenty year period studied. The
fourth, which is an isolated,, but thriving, fishing settlement, incr-
eased in size by 5011.. The total population of the area was almost the
same at the end as-at the beginning of the period, having risen tntil
the mid-1950's, then *slowly declined. However it is clear from the
growth of certain settlements that a redistribution of population has
taken place, and the area is therefore one in which migration from the

tal areas to the villages midht be expected.

The three commune82) differ topographically and also, more importantly'
for the purpose of the present paper, in the number and size of agglom-
erated settlements. In one of the communes, Kvmnangen, which lies
round the fjord of the same name, none of the settlements is large
enough to be classified as an agzlomeration. In Nordreisa, which
consists of a valley and a small fjord at the mouth of it, there are
two villages, 5 km. apart, which in 1965, when the data for this,study
Were collected, had populations of about 350The largest settlement in
the area is the administrative centre of the commune of Skjervi5y, which
has the same name as the com lune, and will therefore be referred to
henceforth zs the place Skjervby. The commune consists of three rural
separate areas on the mainland, which contain a little over half of thei
population, and a number cif islands. The place Skjervby, which had a
population of almost .1400 in 1965, is located on ope of the islands.
The,other agglomerated settlement in the commune, Arviksand, with apopu-
lation of 320 in 1965, has an isolated location.on another island,
facing the Arctic Ocean. The rural settlement of the area extends
along the coasts of both mainland and islands and slang valleys, though
it is restricted-to the narrow strips of land which lie below the 100
meter contour. As the median size of agricultural holdings is only
about 20 dekar, settlement is fairly.dense compared with many other
rural areas in &trope. However, dua.to the linear nature of the settled
area and the separation of.the individual parts from one another by
mountains and sea, distances between.different parts of the area are
relatively great. An indication of the size of the area can be gained
from the fact that the section of the North Norway highway which
traverses it from east to west is 150 km, long.

4



The data source

Por this area it was found possible to obtain data on local migration,
that is within communes, from the population register of each commune.
The population register consists of a card index containing information
about the members of each household. . Ohanges of address have to be
notified and new addresses are recorded on the cards. The data used
in this study weie obtained by comparing current addresses at the time
of data collection (August 1965) with those which had been crossed out.
The registers used were set up in January 1946, therefore the data
cover moves made over a period of almost twenty years. Some loss of
data is inevitable as, for the purposes of the register, old addresses
are.obsolescent information. Reasons for loss include Migration &It Of
the commune, death, or simply replacement of cards which wear out. The
loss is estimated to be between 10 and 20,.therefore over 80 of the
moves which were made within these three communes over a twenty,year
period are included. To avoid problems of definition of the length of
move which could be classified as migration, the study has been restrr
icted to moves whidh involved crossing the boundary of an.. electoral
district (BO., Norwegian; tellingskrets). Use has also been made of
migration notifications during the period 1962 to mid-1965 ancLof
published and unpublished census data.

While the data-were being collected the place SkjervUT was designate&
a trial growth'centre. A follow-tip-study of the period after 1965 would
therefore have provided the basis for a useful comparison,of periods .q
spontaneous and promoted growth. However a request for access to the
data source some years after the original data were collected Wa8
unsuccessful. The opportunity of monitoring the effects of the prom-
otion of urban growth was therefor lost. What this study shows,there-
fore, is the nature and effects of such local migration.as took place
in a predominantly rural area during the period in which the deveZop-
ment of urban settlements at the lowest levels of the urban hierachy
was taking place, but in which there was no policy intended specifically

'to influence the pattern of settlement.

ne scale of local migratim

If the assumptions about the importance of local migration are correct,
then the volume of movements within a commune will be comparable with,
or even greater then movements to and from each commune. Table i
shows that in these three communes at least, the asaumption is not
borne out.

Table I. Number of migrants in relation to the resident population 1965.

Local
migrants
abs.

Local
migrants

Out-
migraats
1951-64

In-
migrants
1951-64

Resident
population
1965 abs.

Kvmnangen 129 5.6 54.5 29.4 2295
Nordreisa total 135 5.4 61.5 38.3 2523

Storslett 1) 51 7.9 642
StirkjoSen I) 31 6.1 505
Remainder 53 1376

Skjervöy total 518 57.8 40..0 4322
place Skjervdy 386 2716 1397
Remainder 132 -3.9 0 .3525

1) Include mall adjacent rural areas
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Sources for Table 1: Population registers of the.three communes,

°entre]: Bureau of Statistics, undated al* b-and o, 1963, 1964
and 1965.

However the effect of local migration on regrouping of population within
an area does not necessarily reflect its numerical importance, but
rather the degree to which the selectivity of local migration, both in
terms of the characteristics of migrants and the places from, and to,
which they migrate, is greater or less than that of other migratory
movements. It is possiblet.for example, that a low volume of movement,
if it all fqllows the same direction, such as towards a growing village,
might affect the redistribution of population more than migration
exchange wita other areas, if the latter affected all parts of the
commune equally.

Wien the amount of change in population dwl to net local migration was
plotted on a scattergram against the overall change for the period
1950-1965 for each B.O. (population figures at E.). level were not
available for 1946), it was found that in two of the communes there was
no correlation between the-two (Nordreisa r=0.24,.Kvmnangen r= 0.19).
In Skjervdy, on the other.hand, there was a correlation of 0.93, but
on closer examination this-proved to be due to just four E.D.'s. These
were the place Skjervöy, which had the highest net gain of local migT-
ants, and three B.D.'s with a high net loss, including two which were
becoming depopulated. when these E.D..*0 sere excluded there was no
correlation in Skjervby either (r= 0.33).. With the exception of these
four E.D.'s .cherefore, local migration not only proved to be of minor
importance but its volume and the direction of its effect, whether
positive or negative, were unrelated to the size or direction of overall
population change.

In considering.changes in size of the attire population at E.D. leiel
it is impossible to distinguish change due to migration exchange with
other areas from change due to natural increase, as records are only
kept at commune level. It is therefore not possible to compare local
w.th other migration. dowever, for one age group, that which was aged
0-14 in 1950 and 15-29 fifteen years later, changes in the size of the
group can be attributed almost entirely to migration. The difference
betwea the change due to local migration and total change can therefore
be taken to represent the net effect of migration exchange with other
areas.

The lack of correlation between gain or loss by local migration and
change in size of the age group is still more marked than for the pop-
ulation as a whole. Local migration therefore amergekneither as an
alternative to migration to other areas nor as a particular feature of
E.D.'s which are experiencing high levels of migration loss to other
areas. The general pattern is similar to that of.the population as a
wholes in most B.D.'s local migration is of relatively small importance
compared with other migration, but here again the same four E.D.'s st6nd
out as exceptions.

Za22,214&MLAAJ.2221_111SEAtion

While ]ocal migration might be of saall importance for the size of the
population in individual areas, selective local movement by age and-sex
might lead to certain groups being disproportionally affected. The 6
question is whether selectivity operates in local mi*ation operates in
the same way in local 'migratioA as in inter-communal migration, so that
1.11 anoantuates the effect of the latter,on population structure. Alt-
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ernately it is possible that groups wnich are less prone to migrate over
longer distances might be more inclined to move when it does not involve
leaving the atea they know. If the latter is the case, local movement
might modify, even counteract, sJme of the effects of migration to other
areas on population structure.

AS a rule women are more migratory than men. Table 2 shows that among
some groups of local miGrants, those moving to villages, the proportion
of male migrants is higher than for other categories of migrants.
In the case of the place Skjervöy the proportion of male local migrants
exceeds their share of the total population.

Table 2. Number of males per 100 females: migrants and rekdent pop-
ulation 1950 and 1965.

Local Of these Out- 2) In- 2) Resident
migrs. Subsid- Others migrs. migrs. population

ised 1) 1951-64 1951-64 1950 1965

Kvanangen 76.6 78.5 71.4 109.0 111.3
Nordreisa total 77.6 77.5 71.7 110.5 115.3

Storslett 88.9 58.8 62.6 109.2 105.1
SOrkjosen 93.7 103.0 71.4 122.2 127.5
Remainder 60.6 97.0 78.9 106.6 116.0

Skjervdy total 105.5 124.6 98.4 63.3 59.8 112.0 111.1
place Skjervoy 116.8 139.5 109.6 66.1 70.2 100.5 103.6
Remainder 78.4 100.0 66.7 66.0 48.5 115.0 114.3

1) Government assisted migrants. see above p.3.
2) For subdivisions of communes 1962-mid 1965.

Sources; AS Table 1 and in addition unpublished recdrds of government
assisted migration, migration notifications, Central Bureau
of Statistics, undated d.

In. the case of Skjervdy, a portion of the local migrants, those who
have moved from exposed coastal areas with government assistance, might
be expected to have a ratio of males to females comparable to that of
the population as a whole. As table 2 shows, it was in fact higher, and
this has influenced the ratio for the commune as a whole. But even
when this group is excluded there are still more mv.le than female migr-
ants to the place Skjervöy. In a study in Ner Zealand Keown found
that, when the number of migrants lirls plotted against distance moved,
there was a marked peak for male wigrants at about 20 miles (32 km.),
thplgh he does not specify the nature of their destinations within a
given area (Keown, 1971, p.178). The median distance moved by migrants
within the comhanes studied would be slightly less, though the nature
of the area's topography makes meaningful measurement of distance
virtually impossible. However, one might tentatively suggest that the
presence of a growing village in a rural area appears to have some
influence on the migration of malesteither by encouraging some to move
who would otherwise not have done, or by slightly reducing the number
which leaves the comwune, though the latter still far exceeds the number
of movers within the com-une.

Selection by age

Migrants to and from the comciunes studied cce for a large part from a
narrow age range, between 40% and 504 are between the ages of 15 and 24
(Nicholson, 1971, p.109).- The proportion of this age group which
moved within communes was also greater than the proportion of the pop-

7
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ulation as a whole, but only slightly. It appears therefore that migr-
ants within.communes are more evenly distributed over the age range
than migrants between communes. AS the dates within communes are not
known, there was rarely any indication in the data source, age structure
cannot be examined directly. Hot:ever some indication of it can be gained
from the proportion of local migrants who moved as groups, generally
households, as opjosed to single miurants. The treater the proportion
of migrant units which consisted of more than one person, the more
evenly distributed across the age range would ona expect the migrants
to be; 'a migrant unit is defined as a single miexant or a group of
migrants who moved together.

Table 3. iliigrant units which consisted of more than one person as a
percentage of all migrant units. Proportion of migrants in
these groups.

Local
migrs.

Of these
Subsid- Others
ised

Out-
migrs.
1962-5

In-
migrs.
1962-5

Proportion
of

migrants

Kvanangen 24.3 10.1 25.9 58.9
Nordreisa total 15.3 15.7 20.6 37.8

Storslett 21.6 43.1
Sörkjosen 16.7 51.6
Remainder 9.1 24.5

Skjervby 41.4 89.2 33.3 15.7 20.1 71.2
place Skjervöy 43.4 92.0 35.3 74.5
Remainder 36.1 83.3 26.0 67.8

1) n = 37

Sources: Population registers, migration notifications, records of
government assisted migration.

Excek in the case of Nordreisa, Table 3 supports the view that local
migral...,on is less age selective than migration over longer distances.
Therefore the age structure of local migrants will be more similar to
that of the resident population than that of other migrants.

In the case of Skjervdy, where the proportion of moving groups which
consists of move than one person is much higher than in tho other
communes, the proportion has been inflated by the government assisted
migrants; only 10% of the moving groups among theilatter were single
migrants. This can be attributed to to the nature of the subsidy
schene, which is based on compensation for loss of an abandonned dwell-
ing. Sowever these mi,rants do not account for the entire difference
between Skjervöy and the other communes. Another factor is the hiAher
proportion of migrant units consisting of more than one person among
migrants to the place Skjervöy than to other places; in Nordreisa
there is a similar . difference between the villages
and tha rest of the commune. This indicates, perhaps surprisingly,
that mi&rants to growing villages are more evenly distributed over the
age range than mien-ants to other places.

In interpreting the figures it is important to remember that thy abs-
olute numbers of local migrants are much smaller than absolute numbers
of other miisrants. rhe table does not show that families are partic-
Ularly prone to move within communes, but rather that single people are
even less prone to move locally than families.
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The Concentration of much intercommunal migration wtthin a narrow age
range has the effect of depleting the younger adult age groups and the
nuaber of women in areas which are losing.population and the opposite
effect in areas gaining'population. It has been shown here that local
migrants are not concentrated in these age groups to the same extent .
asother migrants and that among migrants to villages there is a relat
ively high proportion of men. Furthermore, the numbers of local migri-
ants are ;mall and they have taken place over a long period of time.
Besides, by definition, they have all been within the same areN there
fore compensating movements are likely to.consist of migrants from a
similar age range. Therefore in most areas one would expect local
migration to have had little effect on the population structure. It
is only in areas itith a large net gain, or net.loss, that local migr
ation has modified the age structure. Even in these cases the effect
has been slight. The place Skjervby has gained young adults, espec
ially males,.but there has also been, a gain in the older age groups.
The effect of local migration, therefore has been to increase the ada*
population as a whole, and not merely a section of it.- In other E.D.os
with a net local migration gain changes have been slight in all age
groups, and there has been no clear tendency ofgain or loss3in any of
them. The position is similar in &D.'s which have experlanced net
loss by local migratiam, in spite of their losses being greater in
proportion to their populations than were the gains in most of the.E.D:s
with a net gain. Local migratl.on has thus even.less effect on the stru
cture of population iD individual E.D.Is than on its size.

Direction of movement

Even if the volume of local migration is small, it might still be making
a contribution to urbanisation if such migration as takes place goes
from the most remote, or sparpely populated, E.D.'s to villages. The
relatively high level of local migration to the place Skjervöy and the
net gain of local migrants in Storslett and Sbrkjosen sugcest that thds
might be happening. However a number'of rural 24D.'s are also gaining
population as a result of local migration.

When gross, as opposed to net, movements are considered, a more complex
pattern emerges. Individual B.D.'s have, in most cases, migration
exchanges with all other parts of the commune (though due to the small
numbers, not every Ea.). As with other migratory movements, almost all
E.D.'s have both outward and inward movement.

The lowest outmigration, both absolutely and relatively, is from the
place Skjervby. This accords wita the view that migration is for a
large part upwards in the urban hierachy; or at least not downwards.
However in the case of the other two villages such a tendency is not
apparent. If the pattern of movement is indeed hierachical, then there
appears to be a lower limit to the size of settlement at which it begins
taoperate. If this i$ the case, then in this part-of Norway, though
not necessarily elsewhere, the lower population size of such settlements
seems to lie between 500 and 1400.

Although movements take place both in and out of the majority of E.D.'s,
there is a sizeable number where the direction of inward movements does
not correspond to that of outward movements. Neither the range of
population size nor the number of migrants differs from those in E.D.'s
where migration directiAs do cdrrespond. The only apparent difference
between the twojcpups of B.D.'s is that the former are situated ori
islands, and flred4Dter7f:for theimost part, on the m4nland. As the,
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E.D.'s being depopulated are located within the same areal one might
expect that this non-reciprocated.movement was part of a chain of nova-
ments from the remotest to steadilr lebs'remote places. In a few inst-
ances this does indeed appear to be hahOening. Over half of the people
who left one of the settlements being depopulated on the outer coast
moved to the nearby fishing village of Arviksaad, all local out-migr-
ation from the latter place went to the place Sklervdy. There is a
further (wattle of this pattern of movement in.another part of the'same
island. However in the majority of E:D.'s with =reciprocated movements
this.pattern is not found. There is ratherr.a form of circulation
between E.V.Ys, but one in which no pattern or regularities can be disc-
erned. Ligration from the remainder of the.areas being depopulated*,
which form a very small proportion of the total, especially ii population,
goes either to nearby places from which migration to the place Skjervdy
'is very modest, to other places'in the commune, or direct to the place
Skjervoy itself. In the case of one of the argest places to be depop.
ulated, Ineiland, the nearest neighbouring place was the place SkjervOy.
Though the majority of migrants settled there, sane did not, and one
can speculate whether the direction of movement might not have been
different, had the place Skjervdy been located further from keiland.

Within Skjervdy there is an indication of a division of E.D.Is into a
group which sends local migrants predominantly to the place Skjervdy
and another group from which the majority of migrants move to other
places. This might indicate that the inhabitants of some areas perceive
the place Skjervdy as an intervening opportunity, but others do not.
However the distinction between the twd groups of E.D.'s is not clear'
enough to be conclusive. There does, however seem to te a slight tend-
ency for E.D.'s with a greater ihan average loas by migration to the
place Skjervdy to be those with the greatest proportional population
decline.

In the case of the two small agglomerations in Nordreisa, the pattern .

is less clear. Both places receive migrants from all Ea.'s, but, with
one exception, all E.D.ts, including both villages, have also lost

. migrants to the remainder of the comlune. There was also some exchange
between the villages, but it was quite modest. In-each case there.wab
just one E.D. which lost mat of itslocal out-migrants to one of the
villages, a coastal E.D. to Sdrkjosen and one of its immediately neigh-
bouring E.D.'s to Storslett.

This latter feature has a parallel in Skjervdy, where too an immediately
adjaCent E.D. has lost out-migrants pvedominintly to the place Skjervdy.
In the latter case access to the place Skjervby was not easy, but an
improvement was in prospect and has since materialised. The cloising of
the school-and the transfer of children to the school in the place
Skjervöy was also expected. However, other E.D.'s adjacent to villages
possessed one or both of these characteristics, but did not experience
high out-migration to the village. One such E., adjacent to'the
plade Skjervby, thoughon a different island, Itself experienced growth
due to local migration and lost Very few migrants to the place Skjervdy.
Communications between the two places were not good at the time and
com-uting was not possible, therefore the net gain from local migration
must be considered to have happened independently of, or even in spite
of, growth-of the place Skjervoy.

:

-ISTALmiAration =tug - 10
e

Diffevinces in propensity to migrate to the local village are also found
Among-,E.E.'s furthest from the villages. Even allowing for the diffic-

. .
e
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ulties of obtaining a realistie measure of distance ta isLand aad moufit-
ainous areas, there is no clear relationship betwean distance aid the
propensity to migrate to a villager as opposed to any other part of the
com .une.

It is reasonable.to asli whether within a rAatively small area the
effects of distance are important. The commune in Norway is, or ras
until recently, by far the most.iipportant unit of local goverathent. As
a result it has had a strong censciousness of identity, aad the inhabit-
ants of the individual parts are accustomed tO having contact with and
awareness of all the others, whether in cooperation or conflièt. The

. importance of the unit also means that virtually all the inhabitafits
have occasion to visit offices of the communal administration and there-
fore become acquainted with the places in which they are located. Thits,
unlike more distant potential migration destinations, pobsible destina-
tions within the comiune, and their reputations, are weil known to
virtually everyone.

In migration literature size of migration streams has coMmonly been
linked to the amount oecontact between places (p.rhaps most notably by
Dahl, 1957,,see also Olsson, 1965). However the existence of large
migration flows must be due to positive feedback which results'from
these contacts. But feedback can also be negative. It is perhaps at
the local level that the importance of the latter can be most easily
discerned, as it is here that local prejudices are clearly apparent.
The inhabitants have well establisbef opinions about their neighbours,
such as that expressed by a Newfoundland migrant about a settlement he
did not migrate to, he called it a: "savage holl'ow". (Iverson &
matthews, 1966, p.12). Similarly, they might be deterred from moving
to a place by the attitude they expect its inhabitants to have towards
them (Look & Aubert, 1970, p.26).

Opinions abotAt ',the place Skjervöy are less extreme, but:there exist
certain antagonvsms towards it on the part of people in the smaller
places as it is perceived of getting more than its fair share of the
available resources. Thel.efore some people are unlikely to even contemil-
ate moving to their local village. To them, a place in another district
where they a,ready know someone might be considered as a Migration
destination instead.

The importance of kin, peers, friends or other people from the same
place who have already moved in encouraging and assisting later migrant
has been documented in a number of stddies (e.g. Pogrcher, 1964, .111
pp. 1777193, Wa)lander, 1948, pp.230-231) and a few have considered the
role of negative feedback (Taylor 1974, pp.18-19, In t'Veld-Langeveld,
1957, p.140). Some potential migrants will.have friends, relatives or
former neighbours elsewhere in the same commune, some of whom might
have moved on marriage. Over the generations links grow up between
pairs of places which are,strOnger than those with other places (e.g.
Perry, 1969, p.131), indeed may be regarded almost as an alliance
which might be slightly antagonistic to some other localities. Any
movements which contribute to the trend towards urbanisation take
place within this context.

.People have been moving to towns for aecades, and in particular since
the latter part of the nineteenth century. It is relatively recently
that local villages have begun to grow, and in absolute terms their
grAth is still less than that of the larger towns, therefore the kin-
ship and friendship networks which resulted from earlier migratibns
will also be less well developed. put another way, migrants'mbving to



towns are as likely, perhaps even more likely, to know a relative or
friend vho lives in a large, more distant town than one who lives in a
smaller place which li:s much nearer.

2he relationship of intra-oommune to inter-comfane migration

Accordiag to theories of chain migration, migration from a rtval area
to its local village is the first of a chain of moves, each one proc-
eeding a stage further up the hierachy. Therefore the next stage ,after
movement to the local village , will be movement from that village to
the large town in the hinterland of which it lies, on the Ravonstein
model.

In the area under consid eratian here, migration winin com tunes is
far smaller in volume thaa migration exchange with other copplunes, and'
the losses due to the latter from all E.D.'s leave no doubt that, even
tnough the villages send and receive more migrants in relation to their
populations, migration out of the i .,comnunes is from all areas, and
not only the villages.

If one compares the migrants from the villages and the remainder of
the communes according to their origins, it becomes apparent that a
relatively large proportion of emigrants from the former are not
people from the district moving up the urban hierachy, but imr.igrants
leaving tae area again. The hi,-;h devel of migration from villages
can therefore be ascribed to their hiOler turnover of career migrants,
as compared with rural areas (c.f. Pourcher, 1964, pp.8I-82). In this

Table 4. Proportions of migrant groups born outside the respective
cormunes.

Kvmnangen:

Nordreisa

Skjervdy

Immigr. sinc6 1946, Emigrants
resident 1965 1962-mid 1965

Kjmkan
Remainder
Storslett
Sdrkjosen
Remainder
place Skjervdy
Remainder

17.3
)8.0
19.9
18.6 .

9.5
21.7
9.9

63.9
21.3
43.7
37.3
29.6
61.1
26.2

Sources: Population registers, migration notifications.

respect the villages, especially the plaoy Skjervdy show similarities
in the composition of.both resident population and emigrants with an
area of Kv.mangen where a power station was under construction, and
where, consequently, there was a temporary labour force.

A result of the grDwth of urbanised settlement, therefore, api?ears to
be the creation new opportunities for members of occupational groups
who move from one place to another in the course of their careers.
Comparison of Table 4 and Table 1 (above p.4) shows that, in the case
of the place Skjervöy, immigrants from other communes between 1946 and
1965 comprised only a slightly smaller proportion of the population than
local migrants. In the case of the two villages in Nordreisa, their
share of the resident pnpulation is twice as great. Thus an important
element in the growth of villages and small towns in rural areas is
imT4igration from other areas. It is not inconceivable, therefore, that
a policy to encourage such growth might result in increased mobility,
possibly over long distances, without reducing immigration to tradition-
al migration destinations. 12



Notes

This paper ia based on a longer study.which is to be published in
Norwegian.

1) The Norwegian census definition of urban (jitsted) 1sa settlement
with at leas+ 200 inhabitants, in,which no dwelling is more than 50
meters,from another and in which at least 75 A. of the occupationally
active population is engaged in industries other than agriculture.

2) According to the boundaries as they were priop to 1.1.1965.
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